Service Brief:
Health Check Service Package

Making Your Aerospike Deployment Successful

Highlights
•
•

•
•

Assigned Aerospike
technical expert
Provides best practices
and insights into
architectural and
operational concerns
Onsite and remote
workshops
Understands the business
context for your use cases

Overview
Careful planning and execution can ensure a successful production go-live.
Day 2 can bring a separate set of concerns as requirements and workloads
can evolve to meet the needs of the business.
The Aerospike Health Check Service Package is an annual service that is
designed to validate production metrics and usage against pre-production
designs and expectations. This service is used to identify technical issues
with your deployment and gaps in your teams’ knowledge. This will ensure
your Aerospike database remains stable and your team is capable of
executing your operational plans and your team is capable of meeting your
operational objectives.

Benefits
Analysis
•
•

Aerospike experts review metadata from your configuration and logs files against our best-known
methods to identify suggested remediations
Your architecture and workload are profiled to identify benefits of leveraging new Aerospike features

Assessment
•
•

Our team will share a report that includes our recommendations to enhance the performance and
stability of your Aerospike database
Aerospike Client Services is available for additional engagements to assist in completing any
recommendations as needed

About Aerospike
Aerospike is the global leader in next-generation, real-time NoSQL data solutions for any scale. Aerospike enterprises overcome seemingly impossible data bottlenecks
to compete and win with a fraction of the infrastructure complexity and cost of legacy NoSQL databases. Aerospike’s patented Hybrid Memory Architecture™ delivers an
unbreakable competitive advantage by unlocking the full potential of modern hardware, delivering previously unimaginable value from vast amounts of data at the edge,
to the core and in the cloud. Aerospike empowers customers to instantly fight fraud; dramatically increase shopping cart size; deploy global digital payment networks; and
deliver instant, one-to-one personalization for millions of customers. Aerospike customers include Airtel, Banca d’Italia, Nielsen, PayPal, Snap, Verizon Media and Wayfair.
The company is headquartered in Mountain View, Calif., with additional locations in London; Bengaluru, India; and Tel Aviv, Israel.
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